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Stock variable refers to a quantity of a commodity measured at a point of time. In macro economics, money supply, 
unemployment level, foreign exchange reserves, capital etc are examples of stock variables. 

Flow variables are measured over a period of time. National Income, imports, exports, consumption, production, 
Investment etc are examples of flow variables. 
# Goods used up in the same year are Intermediate Goods. It should always be remembered that intermediate goods 
are used up in the same year. If they remain for more than one year, then they are treated as final goods. 
# Categorize into intermediate goods and final goods. Give reason. 
I. A new car purchased by a taxi driver is final goods as consumers use it. 
Ii. Stationary purchased by the Government is intermediate goods as it is used for further production. 
Iii. Wheat purchased by Households is final goods as consumers use it. 
Iv. Milk purchased by a sweet shop is intermediate goods as it is used for further production. 
V. Sugar cane In a sugar mill is intermediate goods as it is used for further production. 
Vi. A car purchased by a company for business purposes is intermediate goods as it is used for further production 
Vii. Pen or paper purchased by a consumer is final goods as consumers use it. 
Viii. Purchases of building, machinery, etc. Are not intermediate purchases (if they are not meant for resale) as their 
value is not included in the value of final goods. In fact, such purchases are termed as final products as they are 
purchased for investment. 
Ix. Durable goods (like trucks, aircrafts, vehicles, etc.) Purchased by Government for military purposes are included 
under the category of intermediate goods as they are used to produce defence services and not for market sale. 
 
Concept of domestic (economic) territory: Domestic territory is a geographical territory administered by a 
government within which persons, goods and capital circulate freely. (Areas of operation generating domestic 
income, freedom of circulation of persons, goods and capital) 
Scope identified as 
*Political frontiers including territorial waters and air space. 
*Embassies, consulates, military bases etc. Located abroad but including those locates within the political frontiers. 
*Ships, aircrafts etc., operated by the residents between two or more countries. 
*Fishing vessels, oil and natural gas rigs etc. Operated by the residents in the international waters or other areas 
over which the country enjoys the exclusive rights or jurisdiction. 
Resident (normal resident):- Normal resident is a person or an institution who ordinarily resides in that country and 
whose center of economic interest lies in that country. 
(The Centre of economic interest implies :-( 1) the resident lives or is located within the economic territory. (2) The 
resident carries out the basic economic activities of earnings, spending and accumulation from that location 3. His 
center of interest lies in that country. 
Normal residents of India include (i) Citizens (and institutions) of India, (ii) Citizens of other countries (i.e., non-
citizens) who normally reside in India for more than a year and whose centre of economic interest lies in India, (iii) 
Citizens of India working in (a) international bodies like I.M.F., (b) foreign bodies like banks, enterprises operating in 
India and (c) foreign embassies located in India. 
 

FACTOR INCOME TRANSFER INCOME 

1. It is income earned by rendering Productive 
services. Eg. Wages and salaries 

1. It is income earned without rendering any productive 
Services. E.g. Old age Pension ,gift 

INTERMEDIATE GOODS  FINAL GOODS 
   

1. They are used for production of other goods and 
services  
2. They are meant for resale so Value gets added to 
these goods  
3. They remain within the production boundary  
4. Their value is not included in national income 
Example 
(i) Goods purchased for resale (like milk purchased by a 
Dairy Shop). 
(ii) Goods used for further production (like milk used 
for making sweets). 

 
 
 
 
 

1. They are used for final consumption  
 
2. They are not meant for resale, so no value is Added  
3. They remain outside the production boundary  
4. Their value is included in National income  
Example  
(i)Goods purchased by consumer households as they are 
meant for final consumption (like milk purchased by 
households). 
(ii) Goods purchased by firms for capital formation or 
investment (like machinery purchased by a firm). 
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2. It is included in national income 
 

2. It is not included in national Income. 

3.Earned income 3.unearned income 

4.Comprises rent, wages, interest and profit 4.Comprises gifts, subsidies, donations, scholarships, etc. 

 
National income/product: National Product or national income is referred to the money value of all final good and 
services produced by normal resident of a country whether operating within and outside the domestic Territory of a 
country during a particular in a year. 
Domestic income/product: Domestic Product or domestic income is defined as the value of all final goods and 
services produced by all the production units located within the domestic Territory of a country during a year. 

National product = domestic product + NFIA 
NFIA (net factor income from abroad): It is defined as the difference between factor income received from abroad 
and the factor income paid to abroad component of net factor income from abroad (a) net compensation to 
employees (b)net income from property and entrepreneurship received by residents of the country (c)net retained 
earning . 
Factor cost(FC)-It refers to amount paid to factors of production for their contribution in the production process.  
Market price(MP)-It refer to the price at which product is actually sold in the market. 
Net indirect tax /(NIT): it is equal to the difference between indirect tax and subsidies. 
Depreciation/ Consumption Of Fixed Asset/Consumption Of Fixed Capital : it refer to the continuous reduction 
value of fixed asset due to their normal wear and tear. Other names of depreciation are 1.consumption of fixed 
capital 2.capital consumption allowance 3. Capital replacement cost. Gross means the value of product including 
depreciation. Net means value of product excluding depreciation 
 
The related aggregates of national income are:- 
(i) Gross Domestic Product at Market price (GDPMP) (ii) Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost (GDPFC)(iii) Net 
Domestic Product at Market Price (NDPMP) (iv) Net Domestic Product at FC or (NDPFC) (v) Net National Product at FC 
or National Income (NNPFC)(Technically national income taken) (vi) Gross National Product at FC (GNPFC) (vii) Net  
National. Product at MP (NNPMP) (viii) Gross National Product at MP (GNPMP) 
 

 
 
# Practice the conversion of National Income aggregates. 
 

NET net value 

GROSS gross value 

FC factor value 

MP market value 

NATIONAL by normal resident within domestic territory and outside 

DOMESTIC by all enterprises within domestic territory 

 

TRANSFER PAYMENT 
Transfer payment the unilateral payments received without any contribution to current output. Transfer payment 
are two types current transfer and capital transfer.  
CURRENT TRANSFER is the one who which is made out of current income of the payers and adds to the current 
income of the receivers. Examples-old age pension, unemployment benefit, scholarship for poor student is the 
example of current transfers  
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CAPITAL TRANSFER is the one which is paid out of the capital or wealth of the payers and adds to the capital or 
wealth of the receivers. Examples- Firm to government in form of capital gain, inheritance tax and government to 
individual in form of funds of flood, famines etc 

DISPOSABLE INCOME AGGREGATES 
# Disposable income=income + net current transfers 
National Disposable income: it is defines as the sum total of national income at market prices and net current 
transfers from rest of the world.  
 
 

 
 
DISPOSABLE INCOME OF PRIVATE SECTOR: 
Private income: Private income is estimated income of factor and transfer incomes from all sources to private sector 
within and outside the country. 
Private Income= NDPFC – (Savings of Non Departmental enterprises + Income of  government from Property and 
Entrepreneurship) +  Net factor Income from Abroad + Current Transfer from Government  + Net Current Transfer 
from Rest of World + Interest on Public Debt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Personal Income: It refers to the part of private income received by household or individual from all sources. It 
includes factor income and transfer income. 
Personal Income = Private Income – Corporation Tax – Undistributed Profits - retained earning foreign companies -
contribution of enterprises towards social security schemes 
 

Disposable income

National Disposable 
income

GNDI=GNPMP + Net 
current transfers 
from rest of the 

world 

NNDI=NNPMP + Net 
current transfers 
from rest of the 

world 

Disposable income of 
private sector

PRIVATE 
INCOME

PERSONAL 
INCOME

PERSONAL 
DISPOSABLE 

INCOME
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Personal Disposable Income: It is that part of Personal income which is available to the households for disposal as 
they like. 
Personal disposable Income = Personal Income- Direct tax paid by households – Miscellaneous receipts of 
Government administrative undertakings 
 

Some others concept of national income: 
Real GDP (GDP at constant price): it is the value of final goods and services produced by all the enterprises located 
within the domestic territory during a financial year, as estimated using the base prices. 
 
Nominal GDP(GDP at current price): it is the money value of final goods and services produced by all the enterprises 
located within the domestic territory of a country during a financial year, as estimated using the current market 
prices. 

GDP at constant price=
𝑮𝑫𝑷 𝒂𝒕 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒑𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆

𝒑𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆 𝒊𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒙 𝒐𝒇 𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

Price index- it is the number which measures the changes in prices between the year. 
GDP deflator- is a price index which is calculated by dividing the nominal GDP in a given year by the real GDP for the 
same year and multiplying it by 100. 
 

GDP deflator =
𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑮𝑫𝑷

𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒍 𝑮𝑫𝑷
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

Per Capita income- The average income of a person of a country in a particular year is called Per Capita Income. Per 
capita income is obtained by dividing national income by population. 

Per Capita income=
𝑵𝑨𝑻𝑰𝑶𝑵𝑨𝑳 𝑰𝑵𝑪𝑶𝑴𝑬

𝑷𝑶𝑷𝑼𝑳𝑨𝑻𝑰𝑶𝑵
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

 
Which is better Real GDP or Nominal GDP? 
Real GDP is better compared to Nominal GDP Nominal GDP is the GDP at current year prices.Real GDP is the 
calculation of GDP at constant prices (base year).Real GDP helps in determining the effect of the increased 
production of goods and services. Nominal GDP can increase due to price rise without any change in the real output. 
Real GDP is better to make periodic comparison in the physical output of goods and services. Real GDP facilitates 
international comparison. 
Economic welfare: it means that total satisfaction or utility derived from the use of goods and services that can be 
purchases from  money. 

GDP AND WELFARE:- 
GDP is one of the indicators of economic well-being. Higher is the GDP higher will be the welfare. This may not be 
true always due to the following reasons. 
1. Distribution of GDP: Higher the GDP in the economy and it is not equally distributed means concentration of 
wealth in the hands of a few individuals and firms. If GDP increases with the increase in the production of war goods 
it may not going to improve the welfare of the people. 
2. Non-monetary exchanges: The GDP measures only marketed goods and services. In developing countries barter 
exchanges also take place and this is not counted in GDP. The services of the house wife, value of the items from the 
kitchen gardening etc are not included in the national income. Thus the GDP calculations may not indicate the well-
being of a country. 
3. Change in Prices: If the GDP increases due to increase in the price level then there is no real increase in the GDP 
4. Externalities: Externalities refer to the benefits or harms caused by an individual or firm to another for which they 
are not paid or penalized. An oil refinery may pollute the nearby areas. The production of the oil refinery will be 
calculated in GDP where as the negative impact is not taking into account. In such cases GDP will not estimate the 
actual welfare of the economy. 
5. Rate of Population Growth: GDP does not consider the changes in the population of the country .If population 
growth is high, then Growth in GDP also will be of not use. 
 

METHODS OF CALCULATION OF NATIONAL INCOME: 
There are three methods to estimating national income:  
1. Product or value-added method;  
2. Income method and  
3. Expenditure method 
1. Product or value-added method: 
Step1: Classify the producing units into industrial sectors like primary, secondary and tertiary sectors. 
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Step2: Estimate the net value added at the factor cost of each enterprise by the following way- 
A)Estimate, value of output = sales + change in stock 
B) Estimate gross value added at market price/GDPMP = value of output -intermediate consumption 

Gross value added in primary sector 
(Value of output in primary sector – I.C of P.S) 

+ 
Gross value added in secondary sector 

(Value of output in secondary sector – I.C of S.S) 
+ 

Gross value added in tertiary sector 
(Value of output in territory sector- I.C of T.S) 

C)Deduct depreciation and net indirect tax from gross value added at market price to arrive at net value added at 
factor cost = NDP FC 
Step3: Adding net factor income received from abroad to NDP FC to obtain NNP FC which is national income. 
 
What is double counting? How can it be avoided? 
Counting the value of commodities at every stage of production more than one time is called Double counting. 
For example, Firm A produces raw cotton, assuming though unrealistically that it uses no intermediate inputs and 
sells it for Rs 1,000 to firm B. Firm B converts it into cotton yarn and sells it for Rs 1,500 to firm C. Firm C 
manufactures cotton cloth and sells it for Rs 2,200 to firm D. Firm D produces garments and sells them for Rs 3,500 
to final consumers. The total value of all these transactions or gross output is Rs 8,200 (= 1,000 + 1,500 + 2,200 
+3,500) in which raw cotton has been counted four times, cotton yarn three times and cotton cloth two times. On 
the contrary, value of final goods (garments) which the economy has produced is t 3,500. Thus, while calculating 
national income, if we take into account Rs 8,200 (value of final as well as intermediate goods), it will be a case of 
double counting and duplication. 
 
It can be avoided by 
A) Taking value added method in the calculation of the national income. 
B) By taking the value of final commodity only while calculating N.I (Final Output Method) 
 
2. Income method 
STEP1: Classify the producing enterprises into industrial sectors like primary, secondary and Tertiary. 
STEP2: Estimate the following factor income paid out by the producing units in each sector 
i.e. 
*Compensation of employees 
*Operating surplus 
*Mixed income of self employed 

1.Compensation of Employee( COE)  
 

2.Operating Surplus(OS)  
 

3.Mixed Income(MI)  
 

A. Wages and salaries in cash ex- wages, 
salaries, bonus, D.A., commission etc.  
B. Wages and salaries in kind ex-rent free 
home, rent free car, free medical and 
educational facilities etc  
C. Employers contribution to social 
security scheme ex-GPF, gratuity, labour 
welfare funds, retirements pension etc.  

A).Income from property 
ex-Rent, Royalty and 
Interest.  
B.) Income from 
entrepreneurship- ex-Profit  
I.)Corporate Tax  
Ii.)Dividend undistributed 
profit  
Iii.)Retained Earning (Saving 
of Private corporate sector)  

Income from own account workers like 
farmers, barbers, and incorporated 
enterprises like retail traders, small 
shopkeeper.  
 

Take the sum of the factor income by all the industrial sectors to arrive at the NDP FC(This is called domestic income.) 
STEP3: Add net factor income from abroad to the net domestic product at factor cost to arrive At the net national 
product at factor cost. 
 
3. Expenditure method: 
Step1.Classify the economic units incurring final expenditure into distant groups like households, government, firms 
etc. 
Step2. Estimate the following expenditure on final products by all economic units 
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• Private final consumption expenditure(C) 
• Government final consumption expenditure (G) 
• Gross domestic capital formation (I) 
A)Gross Domestic fixed Capital formation (Gross Business fixed Investment +Gross Residential Construction 
Investment+ Gross Public Investment) 
B)Inventory Investment(Change in stock=closing stock - opening stock) 
• Net export(X-M) 
 (Sum total of above gives GDPMP) 
Step3. Deduct depreciation, net indirect taxes to get NDPFc 
Step4. Add net factor income from abroad to NDPFc to arrive at NNP FC 

PRECAUTIONS OF VALUE ADDED METHOD/INCOME METHOD/ EXPENDITURE METHOD - 
 

 INCLUDED EXCLUDED 

VALUE ADDED 
METHOD 

1.machine is bought by a household, 
then it is a final good 
2. The output produced for self-
consumption (e.g. FARMER, they 
contribute to the current output. Their 
value is to be estimated or imputed as 
they are not sold in the market.) 
3. Owned occupied house(imputed 
rent), they contribute to the 
current output. Their value is to be 
estimated or imputed as they are not 
sold in the market. 
4. Residential building by household 
and factory building by enterprise 
should be included 
5. Service provided by the broker and 
commission of broker are included in 
national income(The value of services 
rendered in sales must be included) 
 

1. The machine is bought by a firm for resale then it is an 
intermediate good. 
2.Services of house wives they are performed out of love 
and affection (it does not add to any production services) 
3. Sales and purchase of existing commodities, second 
hand goods and services (it is already counted at the time 
of production and hence it will lead to double counting) 
excluded from national income. 
4.sales and purchase of bond and share, security (they not 
contribute to the current output, it does not add to any 
production services) excluded from national income. 

INCOME 
METHOD 

Imputed value of services of the owner 
ex- interest own capital and 
production of self consumption  
 

1.Transfer incomes 
2. Illegal incomes (its production is unreported and 
unaccounted since, it is not valid as per law. E.g. 
Smuggling, Gambling etc.) 
3.Interest on national debt(Interest on national debt or 
interest paid by government on nation debt should not be 
included as it is assumed that such interest is paid on loan 
taken for consumption purpose. Interest paid by one firm 
to another firm as it is already included in the profit of the 
firm which pays it. 
4.Interest on loans taken to meet consumption 
expenditure  
5.private transfer payment,  
6.windfall gain,  
7.corporate tax,  
8.death duties, wealth tax, gift tax(current income but out 
of past savings), 
9.Income tax 
10. Indirect tax  
 

EXPENDITURE 
METHOD 

 1.Avoid double counting of expenditure by not including 
expenditure on intermediate product  
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2.Transfer expenditure not to be included  
3.Expenditure on purchase of second hand goods not to 
be included 

 
 
*********************************************************************************************** 
Some questions  
A.1. Explain any two precautions to be taken while calculating national income by income method. 
2. What is meant by economic welfare? Explain how GDP is an indicator of economic welfare. 
3. From the following data, calculate National Income by Output method and Income method: 
Item Rs. in crores 
(i) Value of output 2500 (ii) Value of intermediate consumption 1300(iii) Subsidies 40(iv) Rent 110(v) Employer’s 
contribution to social security 30(vi) Profit 50(vii) Wages and salaries 340(viii) Interest 10(ix) Mixed income of self-
employed 360(x) Indirect tax 180(xi) NFIA (-)30(xii) Consumption of fixed capital 160 
************************************************************************************** 
B.1. Explain the components of compensation of employees for calculation of National Income by Income method. 
 2. Explain how the following are treated in estimating National Income. 
 (i) Wheat grown by a farmer for self-consumption. 
(ii) Earnings of the shareholders from the sale of shares. 
(iii) Services rendered by family members to each other. 
3. From the following data, calculate National Income by Income method and Expenditure method: 
Item Rs. in crores(6) 
(i)Compensation of employees 700(ii)Government final consumption expenditure 750(iii)Net factor income from 
abroad (-)10(iv) Net exports (-)15(v)Profits 600(vi) Net indirect taxes 60(vii)Mixed income of self employed 
350(viii)Rent 200(ix)Interest 310(x)Private final consumption expenditure 1100(xi)Net domestic capital formation 
385(xii)Consumption of fixed capital 65 
4. Explain two differences between factor income and transfer income.(2) 
*********************************************************************************************** 
C.1. Explain with the help of an example, the problem of double counting while calculating national income.(2) 
2. Distinguish between real GDP and nominal GDP. Which of these is a better indicator of economic welfare and 
why?(3) 
3.Draw a diagram to show the circular flow of income in a two sector model with leakage and injection. (3) 
4. Calculate GNP at FC from the following data by using income method and expenditure method: (6) 
Item(Rs. in crores )(i)Operating surplus600 (ii)Exports30(iii)Imports 60 (iv)Private final consumption 
expenditure1000(v) Net indirect tax 60(vi) Compensation of employees 900(vii) Mixed income of self employed 
160(viii) Gross domestic capital formations 330(ix) Depreciation 30(x) Net factor income from abroad (-20)(xi) Govt. 
final consumption expenditure 450 
*********************************************************************************************** 
1. State whether each of the items given below is included in estimating National Income. Give a reason in each case 
to justify your answer.(2) 
(a) Expenditure on the construction of Express Highway. (b) Expenditure on the purchase of an old house. 
2.Explain the following components of domestic factor income:[3] 
(i)Compensation of employees (ii)Operating surplus 
3. Distinguish between private income and personal income.[3] 
4. From the following data, calculate GNP(MP) and National Income by using value added method:[6] Rs. in crores 
(i)Gross value of output in primary sector (at FC) 950(ii)Gross value of output in secondary sector (at FC) 470(iii)Gross 
value of output in tertiary sector(at FC) 500(iv)Value of intermediate goods in primary sector 360(v)Value of 
intermediate goods in secondary sector 200(vi)Value of intermediate goods in tertiary sector 175(vii)Depreciation 
20(viii)Indirect tax 35(ix)Subsidy 10(x)Net factor income from abroad 4 
********************************************************************************************** 
1. how can GDP (fc) be obtained from GNP (mp) ? (2) 
2. With the help of a diagram, show the circular flow of income in a two sector model with Savings and 
Investment.(3) 
3.The growth of Gross Domestic Product is not a real indicator of economic welfare. Discuss two reasons to justify 
the given statement.(3) 
4.From the following data, calculate GNPMP and NNPFC by Expenditure Method.[6]Rs in crores 
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(i)Mixed income of self employed 450(ii)Compensation of employees 550(iii)Private final consumption expenditure 
1000(iv)Net factor income from abroad (–)  20(v)Net indirect taxes 150(vi)Consumption of fixed capital 170(vii)Net 
domestic capital formation 380 (viii)Net exports (–)30 (ix)Profits400 (x) Rent 50 (xi)Interest 200 
(xii)Government final consumption expenditure 550. 
******************************************************************************************** 
1.State the components of compensation of employees. 
2.How can personal disposable income be derived from private income? 
3.Explain any three precautions which should be taken while estimating national income by income method.(3) 
4. Calculate national income and operating surplus from the following data:  
Rs in crores 
(i) Government final consumption expenditure 800(ii) Net factor income from abroad (-) 110(iii) Private final 
consumption expenditure 900(iv) Net domestic capital formation 200(V)profit 220(vi) rent 90(vii)net export(-
25)(viii)interest 100(ix)net indirect tax 165 
********************************************************************************************* 
1. Define GNP (fc)? How is it different from national income. 
2. Classify the following as final or intermediate goods.  Give reasons for your answer. 
(i) A car purchased by a company for business purposes.(ii)Pen or paper purchased by a consumer. 
3. Discuss two reasons why the per capita real income is considered to be a better index of economic welfare than 
gross domestic product.  
4. Calculate national income and GDP mp by the income method using the following information: 
Items Rs in crores 
(i) Private final consumption expenditure 1300 (ii)Net factor income earned from abroad 50(iii)Mixed income of self 
employed 500 (iv)Subsidies 100 (v)Indirect tax 200 (vi)Consumption of fixed capital 1000 (vii)Operating surplus 
5000(viii)Compensation of employees 1500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






























